
« In the beginning was the Word, …  
and without him was not anything made that was made »  

Phys. Rev. 1964 

Immediate links to SC100@Natal: 
1. Pairing across the dielectric gap. 
2. Homogeneous interference of alternations d+d’=P=cnst: 
Dimerizations of sites and bonds  overall electric polarization P 

H
 



(TMTSF)2PF6 k-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu[N(CN)2]Br 

The world of organic crystalline conductors. 
The most orderly and still most diverse part of  
the universe of p-conjugated carbon based systems 
(+ fullerenes + nanotubes + graph(ene)ite + polymers) 

Three ways to make the stacks of the neutral molecules conductive: 
1. 70’s : Incomplete charge transfer among different donors’ and acceptors' stacks 
2. 80’3 : Complete charge transfer from columns of ions and stacks of molecules 
3. 00’s : Spillover among overlapping subbands originated by different intra-molecular levels  



Start with the latest trend 
Kobayashi family et al. 
Internal spill-over between overlapping  
bands originated by two weakly split  
molecular orbitals. 

Insights from ARPES Spectroscopy of an Undoped Four-
Layered Two-Gap High-Tc Superconductor. 
Ba2Ca3Cu4O8F2   Shen group, PRL 07 
“Undoped cuprate with apical fluorine and inner (i) and 
outer (o) CuO2 layers is a 60 K superconductor whose 
Fermi surface has large n- and p-doped sheets with the 
superconducting gap on the n sheet twice that on the p 
sheet.”  n,p~15% 



20+10  ans plus tard 



The organic conductor TTF-TCNQ 

F. Zwick et al, PRL (1998) 

No perpendicular dispersion 
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ARPES: conventional Quasi-1D material with two open Fermi surfaces originated by two stacks. 
Other data: TTF at least is the strongest correlated conductor of the whole family.  



J. P. Pouget et al. (1976) 

S. Kagoshima  

et al. (1976) 
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T>Tc – "Diffuse X-ray scattering" measures local structural  
correlation without the long range order,  
T<Tc – bright Bragg spots will appear only below Tc. 
Lines are in the inter-chain direction: 
no dependence on K means no correlation among chains. 
4Kf lines exist since the RT but never condense,  
2Kf appear at lower T but condense into true Braggs. 
4Kf CDW = Wigner crystal ever coexists  
with both metallic and CDW phases. 



2 electrons in a period 

2kF CDW 
4kF CDW 2p/4kF 

Coulomb, on-site or long-range 

Coulomb Interaction to Cause 4kF CDW 

4kF CDW is the introduction to physics of strongly correlated electrons. 

The electrons have a strong correlation in their motion  

because of the repulsive Coulomb interaction. 



S. Megtert et al. (1979) 

Charge Transfer Change at High Pressure 

--- commensurability locking of CDW --- 

Commensurate 

wave number 1/3 

- charge transfer 

2/3 

1:3 commensurability locking under pressure 

and its consequences.  

Yasuzuka et al. 2007 

Legitimate (?) comparison with the dielectrization 
of the High-Tc LSCO near the magic dopping x=1/8 
Lesson from organics: charge order is ever present locally; 
Commensurability (any !) needs only to stabilize the LRO. 



On-chain conductivity drops 
at the 3:1 lock-in 

Inter-chain conductivity  
does not feel the 3:1 lock-in 

Collective nature of the  
on-chain transport 
versus 
the single-particle nature  
of the inter-chain transport 

Legitimate (?) comparison with the dielectrization 
of the High-Tc LSCO near the magic dopping x=1/8 
 
Lesson from organics: charge order is ever present locally; 
Commensurability (any: 1:2,3,4,8 !)  
Is in need only to stabilize the LRO. 



Collective nature of the on-chain conduction in TTF-TCNQ is seen from  
the nonlinear I-V which are setup below Tc for the 2Kf CDW 

Message from/to another world: incommensurate CDWs. 
Key word - sliding vs pinning. 
Recall indications for sliding of stripes (LANL 2008) 





Add more to this P. Chaikin list:  
charge ordering, ferroelectricity, inhomogeneous inter-pase superconductivity 



(TMTCF)2X   
 
SC- superconductivity 
AF- AFM = SDW 
SP- Spin-Peierls 
LL- Luttinger liquid 
MI- Mott insulator 
 

Red line TCO ~100-200K – 2000’s revaluation: 
Ferroelectricity  (Monceau, Nad, SB, et al) 
= Charge Ordering (Brown et al); Kanoda 98 

Views and interpretations: 
FerroElectric  Mott-Hubbard state, 
mixed site/bond 4KF CDW,  
non-symmetrically pinned Wigner crystal, 
charge ordering = disproportionation 

Facility to see Solitons: 
purely 1D regime  - 
TCO150K is 10 times above 
3D electronic transitions. 

spontaneous 
Mott insulators 

good metals on top of  
hidden Mott insulators 

 Access to switching on/off of the Mott 
state and to the Zoo of solitons. 

found | guessed   
    



Charge disproportionation 

D.S. Chow et al.  (2000) 

C13 NMR spectra for (TMTTF)2AsF6  

Spectral splitting (~charge disproportionation order  
parameter) versus temperature 

Below TCO, doubling of the spectral line due to 
two inequivalent molecules with unequal 
electron densities 
Charge disproportionation :  
3:1 from T1

-1 measurements 

At high temperatures the unit cell consists of two equivalent TMTTF molecules. 
Breaking of the inversion symmetry within the unit cell below  TCO, and the spontaneous dipole  
moment associated with the charge imbalance on the two molecules yield the ferroelectric behaviour. 
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ReO4 

SbF6 

AsF6 

PF6 

Real part of dielectric constant of (TMTTF)2X salts   

The sharp second order phase transition described by the ideal Curie law 
allows to exactly determine the charge ordering transition,  
even if other identifications fail sometimes.  

P.Monceau et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. 86 (2001) 4081  
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Displacements of ions X – the chicken. 

Redistribution of electronic density – the egg. 

. 

Electronic contribution to the ferroelectricity: 

amplification of polarizability  by  

(ωp/∆)2~102         ~103 at the background 

Spontaneous symmetry breaking – nonequivqlence of bonds 
+ nonequivqlence of sites marked by displacements of counterions 

General lesson: the Mott-Hubbard state is the favorable one. 
A system away from it can mobilize available degrees of freedom  
to fall into necessary conditions – here going from ¼ to ½ fillings 



Contrarily to normal semiconductors -NO GAP,  
or a very small gap Ds, in spin susceptibility χ(T). 
Clearlest example for conduction by  
charged spinless solitons - holons. 

 PF6 

AsF6 
SbF6 

Conductance G , normalized to RT  

- Ahrenius plot Log G(1/T).  

Gaps Dc for thermal activation 

 of conductance range within 500-2000K. 

What does conduct in these “narrow gap semiconductors” ?
 NOT the electrons, even in the polaronic version ! 

c~exp(-Ds /T) ,    Ds ~75K  

Spin gaps are the order of magnitude smaller than the charge gaps. 

An advantage of organic conductors: low scales of gaps allow for their  
determination from thermal activation, to be compared with optical features.  
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COMBINED MOTT - HUBBARD Ferroelectric STATE  
induced by 2 types of dimerization   

 Site dimerization  :  HU
s=-Us cos 2  (spontaneous) 

      Bond dimerization : HU
b=-Ub  sin 2  (built-in) 

 

  HU= -Uscos 2 -Ubsin 2 = -Ucos (2-2)  
 

 Us0   0  shifts from  =0 to  =  - the gigantic FE polarization. 

Ground state energy HU= -Ucos (2) is doubly degenerate   
between = 0 and = p - only the sign change of the CDW~ ~ cos (+xπ/a) cosθ  
It allows for phase p solitons, i.e. holons with the charge e. 

 φ=0 
φ =π 

Purely on-chain solitons show up as charge 
carriers, and their pairs give optical absorption. 



parasite 
intra -
molecular 
modes   

Drude 
peaks 

log scale  
linear scale 

gap 2Δρ  

Comparison of  optical absorption in two subfamilies: 
Left: Degiorgi Dressel, et al, 1998   Right: the replotting in linear scale 
Mott insulator TMTTF (upper plots) and a “metal”  TMTSF (lower plots) 

Notice the identity of static (TMTTF case) and  
fluctuational (TMTSF case) Mott states – both the result and the tool 



Martin Dressel unpublished 
Metallic, highly conductivity 
+ Mott gap within  
the same electronic system 

Very high dc conductivity,  
but its Drude tail  takes only 10% of the sum rule; 
The rest goes to the gap structure expected  
and seen in the Mott insulator case. 
Optical absorption at the Mott gap coexisting with the Drude tail: 
a resemblance to normal pockets in under-doped  cuprates?  

A principal question on the peaks' origin:  
the edge Eg =2Δ for  pairs of unbound kinks,  
or their bound breather – the exciton?  
The exciton if we learn from polymers –  
no nonlinear optics yet for organics.  



Spin-charge reconfinement 
below TAO of tetramerisation. 
Enhanced gap D comes from 
topologically coupled   
π- solitons in both sectors   
of the charge and the spin.  
The last is weakly localized.  

What does it mean ?  

Erasing exotics of the Mott-Hubbard state, even at D=1. 
 Combined solitons.  Spin-Charge reconfinement.  

Present from the Nature: tetramerization in (TMTTF)2ReO4 at TAO<T0  
or spin-Peierls transitions – imposing the CDW modulation, 2e/cell. 

SCN 

ReO4 

]2/(exp[~   iSpin degrees of freedom enter the game: 

θ - spin phase, θ′/ π = smooth spin density  



   Major effects of the small  V - term :  
Opens spin gap 2Dσ : 

 triplet pair of θ=p solitons at =cnst  

• Prohibits  =p solitons – 
 now bound in pairs by spin strings 
• Allows for combined spin-charge 
 topologically bound solitons: 

{ =p , θ=p}  –  leaves the  V term invariant 
 

Quantum numbers of the compound particle --  
 charge e , spin ½ but differently localized: 

  charge e ,  =p sharply within ħvF/Dr  

  spin    ½ , θ =p  loosely within ħvF/Dσ  
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Further symmetry lifting of lattice tetramerization or of spin-Peierls order 
mixes charge and spin: additional energy  
Vcos (-β)cos θ    - on top of  ~Ucos (2-2α) 
 and θ -- chiral phases counting the charge and  the spin 
  ′/ π and θ′/ π = smooth charge and spin densities  
 cos θ sign instructs the CDW to make spin singlets over sorter bonds 



Link to pseudogap phases in cuprates; Tribute or provocation? 

Domain walls at the spin-density-wave endpoint of the organic superconductor  
(TMTSF)2PF6 under pressure  PRB 2010 
N. Kang, B. Salameh, P. Auban-Senzier, D. Jérome, C. R. Pasquier, and S. Brazovskii 



CONCLUSION and LESSONS. 
 
There is life at other planets, 
particularly at the organic one. 


